Identification and expression analysis of a novel miRNA derived from ERV-E1 LTR in Equus caballus.
Horses (Equus caballus) have been domesticated and bred to enhance speed, strength, and agility. Members of the Equus caballus Endogenous Retrovirus (EqERV) family affect several of these abilities in horses. EqERV elements have been integrated in the horse genome during evolution and generate repeat elements such as long terminal repeats (LTRs). LTR sequences are involved in retrovirus replication and play an essential function in post-transcriptional control mechanisms, such as by providing binding sites for microRNAs (miRNAs) or generating miRNA precursors. In this study, we identified a novel miRNA derived from EqERV-E1 LTR using various bioinformatics tools. To examine the relationship between EqERV-E1 LTR and similar elements, we used BLAST2seq and phylogenetic analysis. LTR sequences were located in the untranslated region (UTR) of mRNAs and also formed the stem-loop secondary structure. The sequence was registered in the DDBJ database as LTR derived miRNA under the accession number corresponding to LC383797 (referred to eca-miR-1804). Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) to confirm the expression of eca-miR-1804 and the similar miR-1255a, showed an almost identical expression pattern in eight different equine tissues. Therefore, these data imply that the LTR could function as an miRNA, which is expressed in the examined equine tissues. In addition, the current study provides inputs for additional functional studies concerning the LTR of other EqERV families.